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Decision Support for Blockchain Platform
Selection: Three Industry Case Studies

Siamak Farshidi , Slinger Jansen , Sergio España , and Jacco Verkleij

Abstract—Blockchain technology has received significant atten-
tion recently, as it offers a reliable decentralized infrastructure
for all kinds of business transactions. Software-producing orga-
nizations are increasingly considering blockchain technology for
inclusion into their software products. Selecting the best fitting
blockchain platform requires the assessment of its functionality,
adaptability, and compatibility to the existing software product.
Novice software developers and architects are not experts in every
domain, so they should either consult external experts or acquire
knowledge themselves. The decision-making process gets more
complicated as the number of decision-makers, alternatives, and
criteria increases. Hence, a decision model is required to externalize
and organize knowledge regarding the blockchain platform selec-
tion context. Recently, we designed a decision support system to use
such decision models to support decision-makers with their technol-
ogy selection problems in software production. In this article, we
introduce a decision model for the blockchain platform selection
problem. The decision model has been evaluated through three
real-world case studies at three software-producing organizations.
The case-study participants asserted that the approach provides
significantly more insight into the blockchain platform selection
process, provides a richer prioritized option list than if they had
done their research independently, and reduces the time and cost
of the decision-making process.

Index Terms—Blockchain platform selection, blockchain
decision model, decision support system (DSS), multicriteria
decision making (MCDM), technology selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

B LOCKCHAIN technology offers a reliable decentralized
infrastructure, which means that it does not have to be

controlled by one central authority for business applications.
In other words, blockchain technology can be employed as an
application platform to build the underlying trust infrastructure
of any distributed system. Since public blockchain platforms are
open to the world, they can rapidly draw the attention of software
development companies and communities to the strengths of
blockchain technology.
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Software-producing organizations are increasingly consider-
ing distributed ledger and blockchain technology for inclusion
into their software products. The selection process refers to
the steps involved in choosing and evaluating the best fitting
blockchain platforms for software-producing organizations ac-
cording to their preferences and requirements. The selection
process is complicated because many criteria, such as security,
interoperability, consensus mechanisms, and platform transac-
tion speed, have to be considered and fitted to the needs of the
project at hand. Additionally, as a software product is typically
a long-living system, such decisions determine the future of the
product and the costs associated with its development.

Numerous public blockchain platforms have emerged re-
cently and utilized in diverse business applications. For instance,
Hyperledger1 and Ethereum2 offer public blockchain platforms.
The fundamental difference between Hyperledger and Ethereum
is the goal they are designed for. Hyperledger is an open-source
development project that offers multiple blockchain platforms
and supports the collaborative development of blockchain-based
distributed ledgers. On the other hand, Ethereum is an open-
source distributed public blockchain platform that its smart
contracts enable decentralized applications to be implemented
and deployed on it. As the number of blockchain platforms in
the market is increasing rapidly, blockchain platform selection is
becoming a significant challenge for software-producing organi-
zations. Hence, knowledge regarding blockchain platforms has
to be collected, organized, stored, and quickly retrieved when it
needs to be applied.

In literature, a variety of multicriteria decision-making
(MCDM) techniques has been introduced to address different
technology selection problems for software-producing organi-
zations. An MCDM problem deals with the evaluation of a set of
alternatives and takes into account a set of decision criteria [1].
In our recent study [2], we introduced a technology selection
framework that is used to build decision models for MCDM
problems and assist decision-makers at software-producing or-
ganizations with the decision-making process. Furthermore, we
have instantiated the framework to build two decision models
for the database management system [3] and cloud service
provider [2] selection problem. In this article, the blockchain
platform selection process is modeled as an MCDM problem,
and the technology selection framework is employed to build a
decision model for this MCDM problem.

1[Online]. Available: https://www.hyperledger.org
2[Online]. Available: https://www.ethereum.org
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Recently, we designed and implemented a decision support
system (DSS) [4] for supporting decision-makers with their
MCDM problems in software production. The DSS provides
a decision model studio3 for building decision models based on
the technology selection framework. Moreover, such decision
models can be uploaded to the knowledge base of the DSS to
facilitate the decision-making process for software-producing
organizations according to their requirements and preferences.
The DSS provides a discussion and negotiation platform to
enable decision-makers at software-producing organizations to
make group decisions. Furthermore, the DSS can be used over
the full life-cycle and can coevolve its advice based on evolving
requirements. During this research, we have built a decision
model based on the technology selection framework for the
blockchain platform selection problem, and then we have up-
loaded the decision model to the knowledge base of the DSS;
finally, the outcomes of the DSS have employed in the case
studies.

Please note that the proposed decision model in this article
contains reusable knowledge regarding potential blockchain
platforms and features. Such knowledge can educate and support
the decision-makers to understand which blockchain platforms
are available at the moment, the capabilities of the blockchain
systems, and which features are fulfilled by which blockchain
platforms.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section II
describes our research method, which is based on design science
and exploratory theory-testing case studies. Section III positions
the proposed approach in this article among the other blockchain
platform selection techniques in the literature. Section IV out-
lines a brief description of the DSS and the technology selection
framework. This article has the following contributions:

1) Section IV introduces a decision model, in the form
of reusable knowledge, for the blockchain platform
selection problem based on the technology selection
framework [2].

2) Section V describes the three conducted case studies that
evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of the approach
to address the blockchain selection problem.

3) Section VI analyzes the final results of the DSS and
compares the outcomes of the DSS with the case-study
participants shortlist of feasible blockchain platforms. The
results show that the DSS recommended nearly the same
solutions as the case-study participants suggested to their
companies after extensive analysis and discussions, and
does so more efficiently.

Section VII highlights barriers to the knowledge acquisition
and decision-making process, such as motivational and cognitive
biases, and argues how we have minimized these threats to the
validity of the results. Finally, Section VIII summarizes the
proposed approach, defends its novelty, and offers directions
for future studies.

II. RESEARCH APPROACH

Rationality is the extent to which a decision-making process
entails the compilation of information related to the domain of

3[Online]. Available: https://dss-mcdm.com

the problem and the degree of confidence upon analysis of this
information in making the decision [5]. The decision-making
process consolidates critical assessment of evidence and a struc-
tured process that requires time and conscious effort [6]. The
decision-making process encourages decision-makers to estab-
lish relevant decision criteria, recognize a comprehensive col-
lection of alternatives, and assess the alternatives accurately [7].
In other words, knowledge acquisition in the decision-making
process is a time-consuming process in which the domain of
the problem (decision context) should be interpreted accurately,
and potential criteria and alternatives should be identified and
compared precisely.

The decision-making process gets more complicated as the
number of decision alternatives and criteria increases. Decision-
makers at software-producing organizations are not experts in
every domain, so they should either consult external experts
or acquire knowledge themselves. In both cases, there is an
investment of time (and eventually, money) that needs to be
factored into the decision-making process.

Recently, we introduced the technology selection frame-
work [2] to build decision models for technology selection
problems in software production. In addition, we designed
and implemented a DSS to employ such decision models to
facilitate the decision-making process for decision-makers at
software-producing organizations. The framework provides a
guideline for decision-makers to model their technology selec-
tion problems as MCDM problems. The framework incorporates
the following six-step decision-making process [8].

1) Identifying the objective.
2) Selection of the features.
3) Selection of the alternatives.
4) Selection of the weighing method.
5) Applying the method of aggregation.
6) Decision making based on the aggregation results.
In other words, the framework is employed to build decision

models for MCDM problems and find suitable alternatives for
software-producing organizations based on their requirements
and priorities.

The research approach for creating decision models for
MCDM problems is design science, which addresses research
through the building and evaluation of artifacts to meet identified
business needs [9]. Knowledge engineering theories have been
employed to design and implement the DSS and the technol-
ogy selection framework. Thirteen experts (three DSS experts,
four blockchain researchers from Dutch research institutes, two
blockchain-developers, and four blockchain consultants/public-
speakers) participated in this research to evaluate the DSS
and the decision model for the blockchain platform selec-
tion problem. The experts were pragmatically selected accord-
ing to their expertise and experience that they mentioned on
their LinkedIn profile. Each of the interview series followed a
semistructured interview protocol and lasted between 45 and
90 min.

The DSS experts confirm that the DSS contains the main
components of a standard DSS. Moreover, they asserted that
the score calculation process of the DSS is not dependent on
the knowledge-base facts and rules (i.e., the decision model).
Therefore, the DSS would not generate invalid solutions if the

https://dss-mcdm.com
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decision models in the knowledge-base change or evolve during
the time.

In this article, the primary source of knowledge to build a valid
decision model is blockchain experts. Acquired knowledge dur-
ing each interview typically propagated to the next to build and
validate the decision model incrementally. Finally, the decision
model was sent to the interview participants afterward for final
confirmation.

The efficacy and effectiveness of the decision model have
been evaluated through three exploratory theory-testing case
studies. The unit of analysis is a unique blockchain platform
selection for software-producing organizations. We performed
three industry case studies at three blockchain-based software
development companies to evaluate the decision model. The
case studies typically consisted of defining the blockchain
feature requirements, prioritizing them, and comparing the DSS
feasible solutions with the solutions that the experts had sug-
gested. None of the interviewed experts mentioned above were
in any way involved in the subsequent case studies.

III. RELATED WORK

In this article, Snowballing was employed as the primary
method to investigate the existing literature related to the tech-
niques that address the blockchain platform selection problem
for software-producing organizations.

In literature, some studies point out that benchmarking and
performance testing can be employed to evaluate and compare a
collection of blockchain platforms against each other. A subset
of such studies is presented as follows:

Dinh et al. [10] present a benchmarking framework for eval-
uating private blockchain systems. The benchmark contains
workloads for measuring the data processing performance and
workloads for understanding the performance at different layers
of the blockchain.

Hileman and Rauchs [11] provide an empirical overview of
the current state of both enterprise and public sector use of
blockchain and distributed ledger technology. They report the
emergence and evolution of the distributed ledger technology
ecosystem, explore actors and their business models and ex-
amine the current state of the industry in terms of use cases,
network/application deployments, and fundamental challenges
to broadly distributed ledger technology adoption.

Maple and Jackson [12] present the anatomy of blockchain
platforms and analyze their essential technological features.
Furthermore, the authors introduce a format for outlining generic
blockchain building blocks. The anatomy ranges from per-
missions to consensus and can be referenced when evaluating
blockchain platforms. Moreover, they represent a comparison
among multiple blockchain platforms.

Kuo et al. [13] conducted a systematic literature study to
identify healthcare applications of blockchain technology, be-
sides the blockchain platforms that have been proposed or im-
plemented by the healthcare blockchain studies. In addition, the
authors considered ten blockchain platforms and 21 blockchain
features, then compared the blockchain platforms based on their
features.

Yabo [14] described the features of multiple blockchain
platforms and compared them against each other. Macdonald
et al. [15] discussed how the blockchain is employed in Bitcoin
cryptocurrency, besides some potential applications in other do-
mains. Furthermore, the authors presented a comparison of five
general-purpose blockchain platforms based on eight criteria
related to usability, flexibility, and performance.

A variety of MCDM approaches have introduced by re-
searchers recently. A subset of selected MCDM methods is
presented as follows:

The weighted sum model (WSM) is an aggregation function
that transforms multiple criteria into a single value by multi-
plying each criterion by a weighting factor and summing up all
weighted criteria. Frauenthaler et al. [16] introduce a WSM-
based framework to monitor and evaluate several blockchain
platforms according to user-defined settings.

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a structured and well-
known method for organizing and analyzing MCDM problems
based on mathematics and psychology. This MCDM approach
considers a hierarchical structure of objectives, criteria, and
alternatives to make complex decisions. Maček and Alagić [17]
present an AHP-based approach to evaluate the security charac-
teristics of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency system in comparison to
other widely used online transaction systems.

The Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal
Solution (TOPSIS) is an MCDM approach that employs in-
formation entropy to assess alternatives. The purpose of this
approach is to first come up with an ideal solution and a negative
ideal solution and then identify a scenario which is nearest to
the ideal solution and farthest from the negative ideal solution.
Tang et al. [18] present a TOPSIS-based evaluation model to
rank public blockchain platforms according to three dimensions,
including technology, recognition, and activity.

The Boolean Decision Tree (BDT) is an MCDM method
to choose one of the available and feasible decision alterna-
tives. Staderini et al. [19] propose a BDT-based requirements-
driven methodology to support decision-makers to select suit-
able blockchain platform category (i.e., public or private, and
permissionless or permissioned). Moreover, their proposed
method assists the decision-makers with the configuration of
selected blockchain platforms. Pahl et al. [20] introduce a
BDT-based framework to guide decision-makers on whether to
use blockchain technology or not. Furthermore, they catego-
rize blockchain platforms into three categories (public permis-
sionless, public permissioned, and private) and compare them
against each other based on a set of decision criteria. Wüst and
Gervais [21] present a BDT approach to assist decision-makers
on whether to select one of blockchain platforms or centralized
databases. Additionally, they provide a comparison between per-
missionless, permissioned blockchain platforms, and centralized
databases. Koens and Poll [22] suggest three questions to find
out if blockchain is the best fitting technology (Should you use a
blockchain? If so, which blockchain variant is best? If not, which
alternative is best?) and if so which type of blockchain platforms
should be employed. Moreover, they introduce a BDT-based
scheme for determining which type of database is appropriate
such as public permissionless blockchain, distributed database,
and central database.
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TABLE I
COMPARISION OF SELECTED STUDIES WITH THE LITERATURE THAT ADDRESS THE BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM SELECTION PROBLEM

The first and second columns (studies and years) refer to the considered studies and their publication years. The third column (decision-making technique) indicates
the decision-making approach that the studies have employed to address the blockchain platform selection problem. The fourth column (MCDM) denotes whether the
corresponding decision-making technique is an MCDM approach. The fifth column (pairwise comparison) indicates whether the MCDM approach applied pairwise
comparison as a weight calculation method or not. The sixth column (quality attributes) determines the type of quality attributes. The seventh and eighth columns (criteria
and alternatives) signify the number of criteria and alternatives that were considered in the selected studies.

Table I summarizes the selected studies that discuss the
blockchain platform selection problem. Performance testing
methods [10] are time-consuming approaches and mainly appli-
cable to a limited set of alternatives (blockchain platforms), as
their implementation requires in-depth knowledge of blockchain
platforms (such as application program interfaces (APIs)).

As blockchain is a relatively new and fast-evolving technol-
ogy, so documentation is often out of date or not available;
therefore, studies based on documentation and reports [12]–[15]
are likely to become outdated soon and should be kept up to date
continuously.

The majority of the MCDM techniques in literature define
domain-specific quality attributes to evaluate the alternatives.
Such studies are mainly appropriate for specific case studies.
Furthermore, the results of MCDM approaches are valid for
a specified period; therefore, the results of such studies, by
blockchain technology advances, will be outdated. Note that, in
our proposal, this is also a challenge, and we propose a solution
for keeping the knowledge base up to date, in Section VII.

The number of criteria of BDT-based approaches [19]–[22] is
limited, i.e., under ten, as processing the large decision-trees
is time-consuming and complicated. BDT-based approaches
suggest only one solution at the end of each evaluation. Fur-
thermore, decision-makers cannot prioritize decision criteria
based on their preferences. Some of the MCDM techniques in
the literature use pairwise comparison as the main method to
assess the weight of criteria. For a problem with n number of
criteria n(n−1)

2 number of comparisons are needed [23]. It means
that the pairwise comparison is a time-consuming process, and
gets exponentially more complicated as the number of criteria
increases. Some of the methods, such as AHP and TOPSIS, are
not scalable, so in the case of modifying the list of alternatives
or criteria, the whole process of evaluation should be redone.
Therefore, these methods are costly and applicable to only a
small number of criteria and alternatives. Please note that, in
this article, we have considered 121 criteria and 28 alternatives to
building a decision model for the blockchain platform selection
problem.

In contrast to the mentioned MCDM approaches in the litera-
ture, the cost of creating, evaluating, and applying the proposed
decision model is not penalized exponentially by the number
of criteria and alternatives, because it is an evolvable and ex-
pandable approach that splits down the decision-making process
into four maintainable phases [3]. Moreover, we introduce sev-
eral parameters to measure the values of non-Boolean criteria,
such as the cost and popularity of the blockchain platforms.
The proposed decision model addresses main knowledge man-
agement issues, including capturing, sharing, and maintaining
knowledge. Furthermore, it uses the ISO/IEC 25010 [24] as
a standard set of quality attributes. This quality standard is a
domain-independent software quality model and provides refer-
ence points by defining a top–down standard quality model for
software systems.

Recently, we built two decision models based on the tech-
nology selection framework [2] to address the database man-
agement system [3] and cloud-service provider [2] selection
problems. In both studies, several case studies were conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of the DSS to address
MCDM problems. The results showed that the DSS performed
well to solve the database management system and cloud-service
provider selection problems for software-producing organiza-
tions. We believe that the technology selection framework can
be considered as a reference framework to build decision models
for MCDM problems in software-producing organizations.

IV. MCDM FOR BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM SELECTION

We formulate the blockchain selection problem as an MCDM
problem. Let Platforms = {p1, p2, . . . p|Platforms|} be a set of
blockchain platforms in the market (i.e., Hyperledger and
Ethereum). Moreover, Features = {f1, f2, . . . t|Features|} be a set
of blockchain features (i.e., supporting JavaScript, Spam-attack
resistant, and Sybil-resistant) of the blockchain platforms, and
each p ∈ Platforms supports a subset of the set Features. The
goal is finding the suitable blockchain platform p, which sup-
ports a set of required blockchain features (set Requirements),
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Fig. 1. Main building blocks of the DSS beside the proposed decision model for the blockchain platform selection problem; adapted from our previous study [2].

where Requirements ⊆ Features. In other words, a blockchain
platform p is the suitable one that supports blockchain feature
requirements and satisfies the preferences of the decision-maker.
Typically, a unique optimal solution for an MCDM problem
does not exist, and it is necessary to employ decision-makers’
preferences to differentiate between solutions [25]. The MCDM
proposed in this article, therefore, provides a prioritized list of
options for decision-makers.

A. Decision Model for Blockchain Platform Selection

In a previous study, we designed and implemented a DSS,
an online decision model studio to build decision models for
MCDM problems in software-producing organizations4 [4] that
comprises of standard DSS components [26], and introduced
the technology selection framework [2] that applies the six-
step decision-making process [25] to build maintainable and
evolvable decision models for MCDM problems in software
production. In this article, we follow the technology selection
framework as modeled in Fig. 1 to build a decision model for
the blockchain platform selection problem. Generally speaking,
a decision model for an MCDM problem contains decision
criteria, alternatives, and relationships among them. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the main building blocks of the DSS besides the proposed
decision model for the blockchain platform selection problem.

Decision Meta-Model: As introduced in [4], the deci-
sion meta-model is a simplified view of decision models
and highlights the fundamental structure of decision models.
Furthermore, it provides ontological descriptions of MCDM

4[Online]. Available: https://dss-mcdm.com

problems. The decision meta-model has two sets, namely, Qual-
ities and Features. Software quality attributes such as interoper-
ability, maturity, and performance of blockchain platforms are
kept in the set Qualities. Additionally, blockchain features such
as smart-contracts and on-chain transactions are listed in the
set Features.

Software Quality Model: The software quality model is a set of
characteristics, and relationships between them, which provides
a structure for specifying quality requirements and assessing
them [4]. The software quality model supports the specification
of quality requirements, assess blockchain features, or predict
the quality of a blockchain platform. The decision model for the
blockchain platform selection problem employs the ISO/IEC
25010 standard [24] and extended ISO/IEC 9126 standard [27]
in order to define the set Qualities. Such domain-independent
quality models suggest standard hierarchical quality models for
software systems. The elements of the software quality model
are used to analyze blockchain features based on their impact
on quality attributes of blockchain platforms.

Domain-Description: As aforementioned in [4], the domain-
description determines the first and second steps, indicated by
identifying the objective and selection of the features, of the
decision-making process. As it is clear, the objective of the
decision-making process in this article is blockchain platform se-
lection. Blockchain experts are the primary source of knowledge
to identify the best fitting set of blockchain features, even though
documentation and literature study of blockchain platforms can
be employed to come up with an initial hypothesis about the
blockchain feature set. Each blockchain feature has a data type,
such as Boolean and non-Boolean. For example, the data types
of blockchain features like the popularity in the market and

https://dss-mcdm.com
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TABLE II
CONSIDERED BLOCKCHAIN FEATURES BY THE INTERVIEWEES

Checkmarks (
√

) denote the blockchain features suggested by the corresponding blockchain experts, and cross marks (✗) signify that the blockchain experts did not express
a need for the blockchain features in the decision model. The Agreement columns denote the agreements among the blockchain experts regarding considering blockchain
features. Note, this is not the final list of blockchain features. The full list of the blockchain features besides their definitions are available in the Appendix section of this
article.5

supportability of smart-contracts of a blockchain platform can
be considered as non-Boolean and Boolean, respectively.

In this article, the initial set of blockchain features is ex-
tracted from online documentation of blockchain platforms.
Then, a list of prominent blockchain features were identified
during nine blockchain expert interviews (three researchers from
Dutch research institutes, two blockchain developers, and four
blockchain consultants/public-speakers). Finally, 71 Boolean
and four non-Boolean blockchain features5 identified and val-
idated by the blockchain experts. Table II shows the identi-
fied blockchain features based on blockchain experts’ opinion.
Check marks (

√
) denote the blockchain features suggested

by the corresponding blockchain experts and cross marks (✗)
signify that the blockchain experts did not express the blockchain
features. Note, we excluded the blockchain features that were
not considered at least by two blockchain experts.

The mapping (QF) between the sets Qualities and Features
is identified based on blockchain experts’ knowledge. Four
blockchain experts participated in this phase of the research

5The entire list of the blockchain features and supportability of considered
blockchain platforms are available and accessible on the “Blockchain Platform
Selection” website. [Online]. Available: https://dss-mcdm.com

to map the considered blockchain features to the set Qualities
based on a Boolean adjacency matrix (Qualities × Features →
Boolean). For instance, consensus-mechanisms as a blockchain
feature influences the fault-tolerance quality aspect. The domain
description does not enforce a blockchain feature to present
in a single quality aspect; blockchain features can be part of
many quality aspects. For example, Spam-attack resistant as a
blockchain feature might connect to multiple quality aspects
such as recoverability and availability.

Feature-Value: As we discussed in our previous study [4], the
feature-value represents the third step, shown by selection of
the alternatives, of the decision-making process. Accordingly,
a list of blockchain platforms (set platforms) should be defined.
Well-known blockchain platforms, websites, related forums,
and blockchain experts are the primary source of knowledge
to specify the list of blockchain platforms. In this article, 28
blockchain platforms (i.e., Hyperledger, Ethereum, and Chain)
have been considered.

Blockchain features can be either Boolean or non-Boolean.
A Boolean blockchain feature (FeatureB) is a feature that
its supportability by the blockchain platforms is investigated.
Moreover, a non-Boolean blockchain feature (FeatureN ) assigns
a non-Boolean value to a particular blockchain platform, for

https://dss-mcdm.com
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TABLE III
LIST OF A SAMPLE OF THE BFP MAPPING BETWEEN THE BOOLEAN BLOCKCHAIN FEATURES AND PLATFORMS

The first row and column of the table designate the blockchain features and platforms, respectively. Furthermore, 1 s on each row indicates that the
corresponding platforms support the blockchain feature of that row. Conversely, 0 s mean that the corresponding platforms do not support that blockchain
feature. Note, the Coverage column denotes the percentage of blockchain platforms that support each feature. The complete list of the blockchain features
and platforms are available in the appendix. We plan to keep the list up-to-date, so the list is available on the website.6

example, the maturity level of a blockchain platform. There-
fore, the blockchain features in this article is a collec-
tion of Boolean and non-Boolean features, where Features =
FeatureB ∪ FeatureN .

The mapping BFP : FeatureB × Platforms → {0, 1} defines
the supportability of the Boolean blockchain features by the
blockchain platforms. So that BFP(f, p) = 0 means that
the blockchain platform p does not support the blockchain
feature f and BFP(f, a) = 1 signifies that the platform supports
the feature.

The mapping BFP is defined based on documentation of the
blockchain platforms and expert interviews. One of the principal
challenges is the lack of standard terminology among blockchain
platforms. Different blockchain platforms refer to the same
concept by different names, or even worse, the same name might
stand for different concepts in different blockchain platforms.
Discovering conflicts in the feature-value is essential to prevent
semantic mismatches throughout the blockchain platform se-
lection process. Table III shows a sample of the BFP mapping
between the Boolean blockchain Features and Platforms in the
knowledge base of the DSS.

In this article, the non-Boolean blockchain features are
blockchain platform maturity, popularity in the market,

6[Online]. Available: https://dss-mcdm.com

transaction speed, and innovation. The assigned values to these
non-Boolean blockchain features for a specific blockchain plat-
form is a three-point Likert scale, where NFP : FeaturesN ×
Platforms → {High,Medium,Low}, based on several prede-
fined parameters.

Table IV illustrates the non-Boolean blockchain features be-
sides their parameters. The blockchain experts assigned the
three-point Likert scale values to these non-Boolean blockchain
features according to the corresponding values of the parameters.

B. Knowledge Base

Each decision model defines a decision structure for an
MCDM problem systematically based on the technology se-
lection framework [2]. The knowledge base is a collection of
decision models, which are groups of rules and facts. The
blockchain decision model has been uploaded to the knowledge
base of the DSS to facilitate the decision-making process for
software-producing organizations for any blockchain platform
selection.

C. Case-Definition

As discussed in [4], the case-definition defines the fourth
step, denoted by selection of the weighing method, of the

https://dss-mcdm.com
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TABLE IV
NFP MAPPING BETWEEN THE NON-BOOLEAN BLOCKCHAIN FEATURES AND PLATFORMS

Note, the platform transaction speed, popularity in the market, innovation, and blockchain platform maturity are the Non-Boolean blockchain features that were
considered in this article. The parameters of these features are listed below each features, for example, founded, revenue, size, and consensus-mechanism are the
parameters of the blockchain platform maturity.
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decision-making process. Decision-makers prioritize the
blockchain feature requirements using the MoSCoW technique.

Suppose WMoSCoW = {wMust, wShould, wCould, wWon′t} is the
set of priority weights according to the definition of the
MoSCoW [28]. Blockchain feature requirements with must have
or won’t have priorities act as hard constraints and blockchain
feature requirements with should have and could have prior-
ities act as soft constraints. In other words, a case definition,
based on the decision-maker preferences, is a way to define
blockchain feature requirements and assign priorities to them.
Note, we could have used other prioritization techniques, but we
purposely wanted to keep it simple.

Decision-makers specify desirable values for numeric
blockchain feature requirements. For example, a decision-maker
could be interested in prioritizing blockchain platforms with
the blockchain platform maturity above average. Therefore, the
blockchain platform maturity above average is considered as a
should have blockchain feature.

Fig. 2 shows a decision structure from a case definition. The
DSS generated the decision structure and inferred the solutions
based on the proposed decision model for the blockchain plat-
form selection problem. At the top of the figure (Domain), the
domain of the decision structure is shown (ShareCompany BIQH
Blockchain Platform (BP) Selection). The next level of decision
structure (Qualities) illustrates the characteristics and subchar-
acteristics of the ISO/IEC 25010 [24] plus ISO/IEC 9126 [27]
standards, respectively. The relationship among the quality at-
tributes is based on the definitions of these two quality models.
The third part of the decision structure (Features) presents the
blockchain feature requirements based on decision-makers’ pri-
orities and preferences. As we mentioned earlier, the decision
model utilizes the MoSCoW prioritization technique to assign
blockchain features weights. In this figure, the colors identify
the blockchain features priorities. Finally, the lowest segment
of the decision structure (Platforms) shows the final results for
the specific case definition according to the decision-makers’
blockchain features requirements and priorities. The mapping
QF, which is based on blockchain experts knowledge (tacit
knowledge), demonstrates the relationship between subchar-
acteristics of the ISO/IEC standards and blockchain Features.
Moreover, the mapping FP partially illustrates the mapping
between the blockchain features and platforms. The mapping
between the sets of Boolean blockchain features and platforms
is denoted by BFP, and the mapping between the sets of non-
Boolean blockchain features and platforms is signified by NFP.
The mappings NFP and BFP are two subsets of the mapping FP,
where FP = NFP ∪ BFP.

D. Inference Engine

The inference engine comprises two steps: the fifth step,
i.e., applying the method of aggregation and the sixth step,
i.e., decision making based on the aggregation results, of the
decision-making process [4]. The inference engine makes logi-
cal deductions about knowledge assets, intending to find the best
fitting blockchain platforms.

A feasible blockchain platform must support all blockchain
feature requirements with must-have priorities, and must not

support all blockchain feature requirements with won’t-have
priorities.

The inference engine excludes infeasible blockchain plat-
forms, calculates the scores of the feasible blockchain plat-
forms, and finally suggests a sorted shortlist of them. The score
calculation process is based on the WSM, as described in our
previous work [2]. The scores of feasible blockchain platforms
are nonnegative integers, so by sorting the feasible blockchain
platforms in descending order of their scores, the final ranked list
of feasible blockchain platforms will be provided as the result
of the DSS.

E. Group Decision Making

The DSS provides a discussion and negotiation platform to
enable decision-makers to make group decisions. The DSS asks
decision-makers to define individual blockchain feature require-
ments based on the MoSCoW. Next, it collects the individual
prioritized blockchain feature requirements of decision-makers
and considers the maximum the MoSCoW priority for each
blockchain feature requirement [4]. It detects and highlights
the conflicts in the assigned priorities to the blockchain feature
requirements by decision-makers, and asks them to resolve
disagreements.

V. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE: THE CASE STUDIES

Three industry case studies at three software development
companies are conducted to evaluate and signify the usefulness
and effectiveness of the decision model. The case-study partici-
pants have identified a number of potentially feasible blockchain
platforms for their organizations through multiple internal expert
meetings and investigation into blockchain platforms before
participating in this research. Moreover, the case-study partici-
pants have employed the DSS to analyze, document, track, and
prioritize their blockchain feature requirements. The remaining
sections describe the case studies and discuss the outcome of the
DSS.

A. Case Study 1: ShareCompany BIQH

ShareCompany BIQH, a FinTech company in the Nether-
lands, supports two well-known Dutch banks with accommodat-
ing the requirements put forth by the European Union regard-
ing packaged retail investment and insurance-based products
(PRIIP/KID regulation). ShareCompany BIQH is now interested
in investigating the possibility of deploying its current central-
ized financial system on a blockchain platform. Some of the
envisioned system requirements and corresponding blockchain
feature requirements that were asserted by the case-study par-
ticipants are listed as follows.

1) The envisioned system requires extensive integration
with the current system (e.g., APIs), so enterprise system
integration is considered as a must-have feature. Since
only a limited number of end-users are authorized to
make changes in the system, permissioned is a must-have
feature.

2) The current system and its data are already publicly
accessible, so a private platform is not a necessary
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Fig. 2. Decision structure based on a case definition (ShareCompany BIQH Blockchain Platform Selection). The DSS has automatically generated the decision
structure. The first level of the decision structure (Domain) indicates the goal of the decision structure. The second level (Qualities) denotes the relevant quality
attributes that have impacts on the prioritized blockchain platform feature requirements, which are signified in the third level (Features). The last level (Platforms)
shows the list of feasible blockchain platforms. Note, the mapping FP and QF define the relationship between the qualities, features, and platforms.
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blockchain feature and considered as a should-have fea-
ture. The protocol layer, network layer, and the appli-
cation layer are all prioritized as must-have features.
The protocol layer supports reaching consensus on the
accuracy of the data; the network layer defines the com-
munication among system end-users, and the application
layer employs to build the required infrastructure to
connect with current enterprise systems.

3) The clients of the system should remain anonymous. So,
the envisioned system should follow the general data pro-
tection regulation and force its employed technologies
to support data privacy regulation. Therefore, supporting
smart contracts in the Java programming language have
been prioritized as a must-have feature.

4) The selected blockchain platform must be Sybil-attack
resistant to prevent such attacks in peer-to-peer networks.

5) ShareCompany BIQH is operating in a financial data
environment with major internationally operating banks,
so the selected blockchain platform should-have both
a high maturity and a high popularity in the market to
reduce potential risks.

6) The envisioned system should provide anonymous and
secure transactions. Thus, zero-knowledge proof feature
is prioritized as a should-have feature.

7) The speed of transactions in the envisioned system is not
a crucial issue; therefore, high transaction speed can be
considered as a should-have blockchain feature.

8) ShareCompany BIQH has professional Golang and
JavaScript developers, however, coding in other pro-
gramming languages is not a major obstacle for them.
Thus, supporting Golang and JavaScript programming
language are two should-have blockchain features.

9) ShareCompany BIQH does not decide on a consensus
mechanism. As they are not working with cryptocurrency
and not interested in the consensus mechanisms designed
for a cryptocurrency, they prioritized proof-of-work or
proof-of-stake as two won’t-have blockchain features.
Three remaining considered consensus-mechanisms in
the decision model are practical Byzantine fault tol-
erance, federated Byzantine fault tolerance, and dele-
gated Byzantine fault tolerance prioritized as could-have
blockchain features.

10) The case-study participants mentioned that directed-
acyclic-graph is too experimental and immature yet,
so they considered it as another won’t-have blockchain
feature.

Finally, the case-study participants themselves concluded
that Hyperledger and JPMorgan Quorum are two potential
blockchain platforms that meet all their requirements.

B. Case Study 2: DUO

DUO is the administrative and executive agency of the Dutch
government for managing the educational system. DUO oper-
ates in the name of the Ministry of Education, Culture, and
Science and the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment.
DUO has eight different main functions, with several activities

as their core focus. This case study will merely focus on the
process of student financing in the form of granting loans.
DUO is interested in building a decentralized application based
on blockchain technology to address the requirements of the
student financing activities. Some of the envisioned system re-
quirements and corresponding blockchain feature requirements
that were asserted by the case-study participants are listed as
follows.

1) The DUO financing system requires the three layers of
a blockchain platform (including the protocol, network,
and application layers). Therefore, these three layers are
considered as three must-have blockchain features.

2) The system has no strict requirement for a spe-
cific consensus-mechanism. Therefore, all considered
consensus-mechanisms in the decision model are priori-
tized as could-have blockchain features.

3) Supporting smart contracts is a must-have blockchain
feature, as it mainly influences the functionality of the
system. For example, the smart contracts handle paying
out the loans each month if a specific date has passed,
grant conventional loans to students if they meet the
specified conditions, or deny additional loans to students
who try deceiving the system.

4) The payout of credits can be either done by the system in
fiat currency (Euro) or in the form of cryptocurrency,
which acts as Native token to the system. Thus, the
cryptocurrency is a should-have blockchain feature.

5) The DUO financial system executes transactions as on-
chain transactions, moreover, it utilizes cryptographic
tokens. Therefore, both of them are prioritized as must-
have blockchain features.

6) The DUO financial system has to be deployed on a
public, private, permission, or permissionless blockchain
platform. The Dutch government prefers not to utilize
public blockchain platforms. However, selecting a public
blockchain platform that follows privacy regulations dra-
matically increases transparency and possibly credibil-
ity, as indicated by cyber capital. Therefore, permission
and permissionless are considered as two could-have
blockchain features.

7) Currently, solidity is the most common programming
language to create smart contracts and specifically de-
signed for it. Thus, solidity prioritized as a must-have
blockchain feature.

8) Spam-attack resistant and Sybil attack resistant are must-
Have blockchain features from the case-study partici-
pants to guarantee a base level of security and resilience.

9) Supporting JavaScript, being turing-complete are two
should-have blockchain features.

10) Selecting a blockchain platform with high maturity de-
creases potential unnecessary risks as much as possible,
so it as a should-have blockchain feature in this case
study.

11) The case-study participants asserted that they would not
utilize a directed acyclic graph for now since it is still too
immature; therefore, they prioritized it as a won’t-have
blockchain feature.
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Finally, the case-study participants selected three blockchain
platforms as their main potential solutions, namely Ethereum,
NEO, and Hyperledger.

C. Case Study 3: Veris Foundation

The Veris Foundation is an organization focusing on the
American healthcare system. The Veris Foundation addresses
the problem of bringing healthcare service providers, insurers,
and banks together to authorize the provisioning and payment
for healthcare services. The Foundation is a nonprofit entity
whose core objective is the establishment of a platform to reduce
the cost of healthcare and make it more affordable to patients.
Traditional, centralized healthcare systems are slow, redundant,
and expensive, because, service providers and payers employ
their staff and separate software stacks to facilitate their medical
claims processes. These isolated systems make the sharing of
necessary information complicated, costly, and prone to errors
and fraud. The Veris Foundation is interested in finding the
best fitting blockchain platform, as they believe that creating
decentralized databases enables all parties to securely access and
share data within and across organizations, eliminating the need
to hire and maintain expensive third-party information systems.
Some of the requirements and corresponding blockchain feature
requirements that were stated by the case-study participants are
listed as follows.

1) Case-study participants prioritized supportability of smart
contracts as a must-have blockchain feature, because
smart contracts define the rules and penalties related to
agreements among parties and automatically enforce those
obligations.

2) The Veris platform is currently a forked version of the
NEO blockchain platform, so the protocol layer, network
layer, and the application layer are all prioritized as
must-have features. Note, the NEO blockchain platform
already supports most of the Veris blockchain feature
requirements.

3) Case-study participants stated that the delegated Byzan-
tine fault tolerance and proof-of-stake are two consensus
mechanisms that can be employed interchangeably, so that
they are two should-have blockchain features.

4) The Veris platform provides different graphical user in-
terfaces for its stakeholders; moreover, their authority is
required to provide the validation of blocks of transac-
tions. Therefore, case-study participants prioritized per-
missioned as a must-have blockchain feature.

5) The platform interacts with other parties, such as banks,
so it requires a specific type of interoperability, and in par-
ticular enterprise system integration. Thus, the case-study
participants have considered it as a must-have blockchain
feature.

6) The dual-currency structure of the Veris platform gives
rise to discuss the cryptographic tokens as a must-have
blockchain feature.

7) The Veris platform has not decided on a special type of
token. Therefore, share-like token, security token, network

token, network value token, work token, and usage token
are considered as should-have blockchain features.

In this article, the case-study participants selected Ethereum
and NEO as two potential blockchain platforms for their system.

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The case-study participants specified their blockchain fea-
tures requirements according to the MoSCoW priorities (Ta-
ble V), so three industry cases are defined and stored in the
knowledge base of the DSS. Next, the inference engine of the
DSS generated feasible solutions for each case definition.

A. DSS Results

Table VI shows the deduced feasible blockchain platforms
along with their calculated scores by the DSS. Moreover, it
compares the case-study participants’ shortlists and their ranks,
which are the results of internal meetings and investigations,
with the outcomes of the DSS.

1) ShareCompany BIQH: The case-study participants at
ShareCompany BIQH considered Hyperledger and JPMorgan
Quorum as the first and second potential solutions in their
shortlist. Hyperledger supports all the must-have and most of the
should-have and could-have blockchain feature requirements
(such as JavaScript programming language, zero-knowledge
proofs, and Golang), therefore, the DSS assigned the highest
score to this blockchain platform. However, the second DSS
feasible blockchain platform is R3 Corda, which has higher val-
ues for the non-Boolean blockchain feature requirements, such
as popularity in the market and technology maturity, compared
to JPMorgan Quorum.

2) DUO: The case-study participants at DUO ranked
Ethereum, NEO, Hyperledger as their three potential blockchain
platform solutions. Ethereum has gained the highest score
among the top-ten DSS feasible blockchain platforms for DUO
according to their blockchain feature requirements. Wanchain
was not on the case-study participant shortlist, but since it is
an Ethereum-based blockchain platform, its high score is not
surprising. Despite Hyperledger reaching the second place in
the DSS feasible blockchain platforms, it forces DUO to make
intensive use of cryptographic tokens, so it is not as suitable
as the previous two platforms. Moreover, Hyperledger does
not support native-tokens, so it is not a suitable blockchain
platform for token-based applications. Also, several blockchain
feature requirements with should-have priority are token-based.
The case-study participants at DUO considered 23 blockchain
feature requirements with could-have priority, and Hyperledger
supports all of them, so Hyperledger received the second-highest
score among the DSS feasible blockchain platforms. NEO does
not support all of the blockchain feature requirements with
should-have and could-have priories. However, the gap between
the calculated scores of NEO and Hyperledger is not too much.

3) Veris Foundation: The case-study participants at the Veris
Foundation considered NEO and Ethereum as the first and
second potential blockchain platform in their shortlist. Cos-
mos network has gained the highest score among the DSS
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TABLE V
ENTIRE LIST OF BLOCKCHAIN FEATURE REQUIREMENTS OF THE CONSIDERED THREE INDUSTRY CASE STUDIES

The blockchain feature requirements are defined based on the MoSCoW prioritization technique.

feasible blockchain platforms for the Veris Foundation, be-
cause Cosmos network is flexible regarding different plug-
gable consensus mechanisms and supports any combinations
of permission/permission-less and public/private blockchain
platforms compared to both NEO and Ethereum. Hyperledger
is a feasible solution once again. However, the same possible
difficulties, as in the DUO case study, could arise with a heavy
reliance on different token-types, which are harder to implement
in practice.

B. Analysis of the Results

Table VI states that Chain is a feasible blockchain platform for
all three case studies, which means that this blockchain platform
at least supports all of the blockchain feature requirements with
must-have priority and does not support the blockchain feature
requirements with won’t-have priority. None of the case-study
participants considered chain as a potential feasible blockchain

platform for their company, which demonstrates that the DSS
potentially can come up with more feasible blockchain platforms
than human experts.

Another interesting observation is that the main decision that
has to be made is the choice between permission or permission-
less blockchain platforms and whether cryptographic tokens are
required or not.

Concerning effectiveness, the case-study participants asserted
that the updated and validated version of the decision model is
useful and valuable in finding the shortlist of feasible blockchain
platforms. Moreover, the DSS reduces the time and cost of the
decision-making process. The case-study participants expressed
that the DSS enabled them to meet more detailed blockchain
feature requirements. Furthermore, they were surprised to find
what their primary concerns seem to be, especially when the
opinions of different experts are combined.

The validity metric defined as the degree to which an artifact
works correctly. There are two ways to measure validity: first,
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TABLE VI
OUTCOMES OF THE DSS FOR SHARECOMPANY BIQH, DUO, AND VERIS FOUNDATION

BASED ON THEIR BLOCKCHAIN FEATURE REQUIREMENTS’ PRIORITIES

The columns DSS Feasible Solutions and CP Shortlist demonstrate the deduced feasible solutions by the DSS
and the shortlist of potential solutions by the case-study participants. Moreover, the columns CP Rank and
DSS score show the order of potential feasible solutions based on the case-study participants’ opinions and the
calculated scores of the feasible solutions by the DSS.

the results of the DSS compared to the predefined case-study
participant shortlist of potential feasible blockchain platforms,
and second, according to the blockchain experts’ opinion.

The case-study participants confirm that the DSS provides
effective blockchain platforms to help software-producing orga-
nizations in their initial decisions for selecting blockchain plat-
forms. In other words, the DSS recommended nearly the same
blockchain platforms as the case-study participants suggested to
their companies after extensive analysis and discussions. How-
ever, the DSS offers a short ranked list of feasible blockchain
platforms; therefore, software-producing organizations should
perform further investigations, such as performance testing,
to find the best fitting blockchain platform for their software
products.

VII. DISCUSSION

The DSS assists requirements engineers in the requirements
elicitation activity by offering a list of prominent blockchain fea-
tures. Software-producing organizations have different perspec-
tives on their blockchain feature requirements in different phases
of the software development life-cycle. Requirement engineers
(decision-makers) might want to consider generic blockchain
features in the early phases of the life-cycle, whereas they are
interested in more technical blockchain features as their develop-
ment process matures. For instance, consensus mechanism could
be prioritized as a should have blockchain feature in the design
phase, but in the implementation phase, one of its subfeatures
(more technical blockchain feature), e.g., proof-of-work, might
be selected instead. Furthermore, blockchain features’ priorities
could be changed in different phases. Therefore, the DSS might

come up with various blockchain platforms for a software-
producing organization in different phases of its software de-
velopment life-cycle. As the blockchain feature requirements
for each case definition are stored in the knowledge base of the
DSS, it does not cost a significant amount of time to rerun the
decision-making process. Therefore, the DSS, as a requirements
management tool, provides a platform to enable decision-makers
to analyze, document, track collaboratively, and prioritize their
blockchain features requirements.

Biases, such as motivational and cognitive [29], arise because
of shortcuts or heuristics that decision-makers use to solve prob-
lems and perform tasks. The Hawthorne effect, which is the ten-
dency for decision-makers to change their behavior when they
are being observed, is a form of cognitive bias. The case-study
participants might have been more careful in the observational
setting than they would be in the real setting because they are
being observed by scientists judging their selected blockchain
feature requirements and priorities. Moreover, the Bandwagon
effect, which is the tendency to do or believe things because
many other decision-makers do or believe the same, is another
form of cognitive bias. The Bandwagon effect typically shows up
in group decisions. To mitigate the Hawthorne and Bandwagon
effects, individual and group interviews have been conducted.
The DSS provides a discussion and negotiation platform to
enable requirement engineers to make group decisions. It detects
and highlights the conflicts in the assigned priorities to the
blockchain feature requirements by decision-makers and asks
them to resolve disagreements. Thus, the DSS supports require-
ments engineers in the requirements verification and validation
activity by avoiding conflict between blockchain feature re-
quirements and generating feasible solutions according to the
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blockchain feature requirements. Moreover, the DSS is a com-
munication tool among the decision-makers to facilitate the
requirements specification activity.

We define DSS success when it, in part, aligns with the
case-study participants shortlist and when it provides new sug-
gestions that are identified as being of interest to the case-study
participants. Using the case-study participants’ opinion as a
measurement instrument is risky, as the case-study participants
may not have sufficient knowledge to make a valid judgment.
We counter this risk by conducting more than one case study, by
assuming that the case-study participants are handling in their
interest, and by applying the DSS to other problem domains,
where we find similar results [2]–[4].

VIII. CONCLUSION

Blockchain technology is evolving rapidly, and the number of
blockchain platforms in the market is growing rapidly. Further-
more, software-producing organizations are increasingly con-
sidering blockchain technology for inclusion in their products.
Therefore, a decision model was required to externalize and or-
ganize knowledge regarding the current state of blockchain tech-
nology, besides, to assist decision-makers at software-producing
organizations with selecting right blockchain platforms based on
their preferences and requirements.

In this article, the blockchain platform selection process was
modeled as a MCDM problem that deals with the evaluation
of a set of alternatives, and taking into account a set of de-
cision criteria [1]. Moreover, we introduced a decision model
for the blockchain selection problem based on the technology
selection framework [2]. We had designed and implemented
a DSS for supporting decision-makers with their technology
selection problems in software production. The DSS provided

a modeling studio to build such decision models for technology
selection problems. The decision models can be uploaded to the
knowledge base of the DSS to facilitate the decision-making pro-
cess for software-producing organizations. The proposed DSS
addressed common knowledge management issues, including
capturing, sharing, and maintaining knowledge.

The novelty of the approach was that it provided knowledge
about blockchain platforms to support uninformed decision-
makers while contributing a sound decision model to knowl-
edgeable decision-makers. Furthermore, it incorporated deeply
embedded requirements engineering concepts, such as the ISO
software quality standards and the MoSCoW prioritization tech-
nique, besides knowledge engineering theories, to develop the
DSS. We conducted three case studies to evaluate the usefulness
and effectiveness of the DSS to address MCDM problems. Our
website7 is up and running to keep the knowledge base of the
DSS up-to-date and valid. We aim to create a community around
the platform that will regularly update the curated knowledge
base with new blockchain platform features.

Probing more in-depth, the decision model presented in this
article also provides a foundation for future work in MCDM
problems. We intend to build trustworthy decision models to
address software architecture pattern and model-driven devel-
opment platform selection problems as our (near) future work.

APPENDIX

BLOCKCHAIN FEATURES

In this section, we listed the considered blockchain features
and platforms.

7[Online]. Available: https://dss-mcdm.com

TABLE VII
BLOCKCHAIN TYPES

https://dss-mcdm.com
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TABLE VIII
CONSENSUS MECHANISMS

TABLE IX
BLOCKCHAIN TOKENS
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TABLE X
BLOCKCHAIN LAYERS

TABLE XI
CRYPTOCONTRACT

TABLE XII
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

TABLE XIII
PRIVACY IN BLOCKCHAIN
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TABLE XIV
INTEROPERABILITY IN BLOCKCHAIN

TABLE XV
RESILIENCE IN BLOCKCHAIN

TABLE XVI
SCALABILITY IN BLOCKCHAIN
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TABLE XVII
BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORMS
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